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Abstract

Biomass burning is extremely important at the global, regional and local scales and has impressive impacts at the atmospheric, climatic, environmental and socio-economical levels. The temperate biome of the Mediterranean regions is characterised by rainy and mild winters followed by warm and dry summers that make the region especially prone to the occurrence of a large number of summer fire events. In this context, the 10-year (2003 – 2012) MODIS fire data, provided by the MODIS Fire Team (University of Maryland) is used to characterize the spatial and the temporal distribution of fire activity over western region of the Mediterranean basin, paying special attention to large fire episodes. Finally, an assessment of the role of meteorological conditions on large fire events is performed based on the analysis of low and mid atmospheric fields of geopotential, air temperature, relative humidity and wind.
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1. Introduction

Biomass burning is an extremely important process from local to global scales with significant impacts at the atmospheric, environmental and socio-economical levels. Encompassing the lands around the Mediterranean Basin is associated to Mediterranean type of forests, woodlands, and shrub. This temperate biome is characterised by rainy and mild winters followed by warm and dry summers that make the region especially prone to the occurrence of a large number of fire events and to the onset of extreme episodes that account for the bulk of burned area in the whole fire season (Pereira et al., 2005, Trigo et al., 2006; Amraoui et al., 2010). The Western part of Mediterranean basin, which includes the Iberian Peninsula, Southern France and Sardinia in Europe and Northern coastal areas of Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia in North Africa, has been the most affected by vegetation fires in the last decades (Schmuck et al., 2013). In the above mentioned countries, fire ignition is strongly conditioned by human behaviour and socioeconomic activities (Costa et al., 2010). Nevertheless, natural factors like the morphology of the landscape, land use, land cover, weather and climate strongly affect wildfire activity (Amraoui et al., 2013). In fact, weather and climate have a profound influence on all stages and aspects of biomass burning from ignition, spread and behaviour up to severity and effects (Benson et al., 2008).

The vast majority of burned area in Mediterranean regions is due to a reduced number of extreme events that occur during a short period of time, and are associated to several atmospheric processes interacting at different temporal and spatial scales (Pereira et al., 2005). These facts motivate focusing attention on the extreme events of fire activity and on the role of weather conditions on fire activity during these cases.
In terms of accuracy and reliability, satellite information appears as a very appealing tool to monitor fire activity over the entire globe and have led to the development of a consistent long-term record of global fires (Justice and Korontzi, 2001) due to: (i) its homogeneity in space and time and (ii) its several advantages over classical databases of ground-based measurements where the computation of burned area or number of fire occurrences not only depend on the policies of the different countries but are also usually estimated by visual inspection (Pereira et al., 2011; Amraoui et al., 2013).

In this context, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the polar orbiting Terra and Aqua satellites of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Earth Observing System (launched in 1999 and 2002, respectively) was the first instrument with spectral characteristics designed specifically for active fire detection (Kaufman et al., 1998) and, consequently, the MODIS active fire product (Justice et al., 2002) is the most consistent database of burned area and active fires at different spatial and temporal scales (Csiszar et al., 2005; Oom and Pereira, 2013). The main objective of this work is to use the 10-year (2003 – 2012) database of the MODIS active fire product, composed by daily numbers of fire pixels: (i) to characterize the extreme fire activity episodes (hereafter EFAE) occurred over the Iberian Peninsula and the Northern Africa, throughout the year (extending the study to the months outside the fire season) and (ii) to characterize the associated meteorological conditions of these extreme events based on the analysis of low and mid atmospheric fields such as wind, air temperature, relative humidity, mean sea level pressure and geopotential.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Active fire data

The fire dataset covers a 10-year period, from January 2003 to December 2012, of the MCD14ML Collection 5 active fire product (Justice et al., 2002), obtained from MODIS imagery data with a spatial resolution of 1 km at nadir. Fire detection is performed using a contextual algorithm that exploits the strong emission of mid-infrared radiation from fires and is based on brightness temperatures derived from the 3.9 and 10.5 µm channels (Giglio et al., 2003). During the considered 10-year period, there is a grand total of 126 887 fire pixels detected in the study area. The spatial distribution of these fire pixels suggests the existence of two separated sub-regions with highest fire activity namely, the Northern and Western parts of Iberian Peninsula (hereafter NWIP) and the Northern Africa and South-Eastern Iberia (hereafter NAFR) accounting for about 57% and 40% of the grand total, respectively. This evidence is even consubstantiated by the impressive anti-correlation (~ 99%) between relative number of fire activity in these two sub-regions (Figure 1).

2.2. Meteorological data

The meteorological conditions associated to extreme fire activity were derived using the horizontal fields of ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011) provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The following meteorological data were extracted over the Western Mediterranean sector (30ºW – 20ºE, 20ºN – 60ºN), at 12 UTC, for the period of 30 years (1983 – 2012), and then projected onto a 0.75º×0.75º latitude/longitude grid:

- mean sea level pressure (hereafter MSLP);
- air temperature at 2 metres height (hereafter T2m);
- wind speed and direction at 10 metres (hereafter W10m);
- air temperature, geopotential height and relative humidity at 850 hPa which corresponds to approximately 1 500 m of altitude (hereafter T850, Z850 and RH850, respectively); geopotential height at 500 hPa, in the mid atmosphere, at about 5 000 m of altitude (hereafter Z500).
2.3. Methods
The EFAE throughout the study period were identified by the use of two criteria: (i) at least 3 consecutive days with number of fire pixels above the 95th percentile; and, (ii) a minimum of 10 fire pixels per day in the same sub-region. These criteria led to the identification of a total number of 35 EFAE with the following spatial distribution: 31 of cases in NWIP; 3 events in NAFR; and 1 particular case that cannot be clearly classified in any of the previous clusters. It is worth noting that 18 of EFAE located in NWIP sub-region have occurred during summer period (May to October) and the remaining 13 episodes during winter period (November to April). On the other hand, all the 3 EFAE occurred in the NAFR sub-region were detected in the summer months (June, July and August).

An assessment of the role played by the meteorological conditions during the EFAE may be performed by analysing the associated horizontal patterns of meteorological fields. For this purpose, reference fields of meteorological variables were computed for each day of the year by averaging the respective 12 UTC meteorological fields for the same day over the entire reference period of 1983 – 2012. Daily anomalies were then computed as departures of each daily field from the reference field (for that day). Finally, composites and anomalies of the meteorological fields were derived by averaging the field’s daily values and anomalies for the days of each EFAE.

3. Results
An exhaustive analysis of all meteorological variables listed in section 2.2 was performed for each day of the 34 EFAE. The spatial patterns of the obtained composites and anomalies allow stating that the atmospheric conditions were very similar for all days of EFAE in each sub-region and season which lead to the definition of three clusters of EFAE, namely NWIP-Summer, NWIP-Winter and NAFR-Summer.

The similarity between the meteorological patterns of each day of the EFAE associated to the same cluster, leads to present results of only one case for each cluster that illustrate the typical atmospheric conditions associated to extreme fire activity of the respective cluster. The chosen extreme episodes are: 11 – 18 October 2011, 21 February – 2 March 2012 and 27 – 30 August 2007 corresponding to the NWIP-Summer, the NWIP-Winter and the NAFR-Summer clusters, respectively. For sake of simplicity, only the anomaly composites of meteorological variables obtained for each EFAE will be presented (Figures 2 to 4).

Figure 1. MODIS Fire pixels over Western Mediterranean region from January 2003 to December 2012.
3.1. The episode of 11 – 18 October 2011 (NWIP-Summer)

The anomalous synoptic conditions at the surface (Figure 2b) and at 850 hPa (Figure 2c) are characterized by an amplified Azores anticyclone extending from the Atlantic to Central Europe and by a sub-Saharan thermal low centred at South Algeria. The MSLP and W10m dynamical fields over the region are characterised by isobars with SE-NW orientation and geostrophic winds resulting from the convergence of NE winds over Europe and SE winds from the Northern Africa. This circulation pattern leads to strong North-Eastern and South-Eastern advections of continental dry and warm air, resulting in high surface air temperatures over the Western Iberia and in the extreme air temperature anomalies, exceeding 7°C in both 2 metres height temperature and temperature at 850 hPa.

![Figure 2. MODIS Fire pixels (red dot) over Western Mediterranean region detected during the EFAE of 11 – 18 October 2011 belonging to the NWIP-Summer cluster (upper left panel). The associated anomalies composites of multiple low and mid atmospheric fields are also shown: (b) air temperature (°C) at 2m height (T2m) mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and wind (m·s$^{-1}$) at 10 m (W10); (c) relative humidity (%) at 850 hPa (RH850) and geopotential height (gpm) at 850 hPa (Z850); (d) air temperature (°C) at 850 hPa (T850) and geopotential height (gpm) at 500 hPa (Z500).](image)

Relative humidity at 850 hPa level reveals the presence of very dry air over the Western and the Northern parts of the Iberian Peninsula reaching the impressive value of 25% with anomalies lower than -35%. Composite of the atmospheric flow at 500 hPa (not shown) reveals synoptic baroclinic activity with a pronounced ridge with axes in the Southwest to Northeast direction over the Atlantic Ocean and at Iberia, forcing warmer and drier air mass into the NWIP sub-region. The patterns of composite anomalies at 500 hPa level (Figure 2d), exhibit positive departures of 135 gpm enhancing
the subsidence of air into the Troposphere and reinforcing the increase of air temperature through adiabatic heating at lower levels.

3.2. The episode of 21 February – 2 March 2012 (NWIP-winter)
The synoptic conditions are characterized by an anticyclonic blocking activity over Eastern Atlantic which evolved in altitude into a predominant omega pattern located West of Europe and constituted by the huge high-pressure ridge and two troughs, the first one positioned over Central Atlantic at West of the Canary Isles, and the second one over Central Europe. It is worth stressing that the above mentioned anomalous circulation patterns at the low and mid-Troposphere levels exhibit positive departures of Z850 and Z500 reaching, respectively, to the impressive values of about 100 and 200 gpm (Figures 3c and 3d) North of the Iberian Peninsula. The temperature anomalies over the sub-region are lower than the previous episode reaching values of about 3°C for both the T2m ant T850 temperatures (Figures 3b and 3d). As in the preceding episode, relative humidity at 850 hPa level shows the presence of very dry air over the sub-region decreasing to the impressive value of 30% with anomalies lower than -40%.

3.3. The episode of 27-30 August 2007 (NAFR-Summer)
The atmospheric conditions of the episode occurred during the month of August 2007 in North African sub-region is quite different from those obtained for NWIP during winter or summer periods. At the surface, the circulation is dominated by an intense Southerly/South-Easterly advection of very hot and
very dry Saharan air, brought to the region by the anticyclonic circulation centred over South Italy and the cyclonic flow due to the presence of a Saharan heat low centred over South-Western Algeria and to the Atlas Low located in Central Morocco. The associated high departure values of air temperature (above 7 °C) obtained in both T2m and T850 (Figures 4b and 4d), and very low departure values of relative humidity at 850 hPa reaching the value of -25% (Figure 4c) are well apparent over this sub-region.

The atmospheric circulation at the 500 hPa level is dominated by a pronounced ridge whose axis is directed from Southwest to Northeast (not shown), affecting the Northern Algeria and Tunisia and bringing warmer and drier air mass to the region. It may be observed that the location of the referred ridge over Western Mediterranean basin is associated to positive departures of Z500 of about 60 gpm (Figure 4d), which delimit a region over Eastern part of Iberia and Northern Algeria and Tunisia, revealing a region characterized by enhancement of the air subsidence into Troposphere, leading to an increase of air temperature through adiabatic heating at lower levels.

Figure 4. As in Figure 2 but respecting to the EFAE of 27 – 30 August 2007 belonging to the NAFR-Summer cluster.

4. Conclusions

The main objective of the present study is to identify and characterize the atmospheric conditions associated with extreme fire activity episodes occurred over Iberia and Northern Africa mainly because: (i) these regions comprises the European and North African countries most affected by fires
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(Pereira et al., 2011, Schmuck et al., 2013); and, (ii) weather and climate proved to be the most important factor to the fire regime in the region (e.g. Rasilla et al., 2010; Amraoui et al., 2013).

The spatial distribution of fire pixels detected by MODIS over Western Mediterranean region during the 10-year (2003 – 2012) period reveals the existence of two sub-regions particularly affected by this natural hazard (Figure 1): the Western and Northern parts of Iberian Peninsula (NWIP); and South-Eastern Iberia and Northern region of Algeria and Tunisia, in North of Africa (NAFR).

The non-seasonal approach used in this study, based on the two criteria mentioned in section 2.3, allows the identification of the major extreme fire activity episodes over the region and the determination of the associated atmospheric patterns, applying the methodology previously validated for Portugal, Italy and Greece during summer (Pereira et al., 2005; Trigo et al., 2013; Amraoui et al., 2013). Thereby, the EFAE were identified in the two sub-regions: 3 episodes observed in the NAFR sub-region and occurred during summer season (June, July and August) and 31 episodes detected in the NWIP and occurred throughout the year even outside the summer fire season, 13 of them during the winter season (November to May) and the remaining 18 episodes during the summer season (June to October). Accordingly, all EFAE were grouped into 3 clusters depending on the sub-region and on the season of occurrence: NWIP-summer, NWIP-winter and NAFR-summer clusters. The similarity between the meteorological patterns of the EFAE associated to the same cluster, leads to present results of only one case for each cluster that illustrate the typical atmospheric conditions associated to extreme fire activity of the respective cluster.

The most important features of the meteorological anomaly fields associated with the presented 3 EFAE belonging to the 3 different clusters are the positive anomalies of T2m and T850 and the impressive negative anomalies of RH850 over most of the corresponding sub-region. It is worth noting that the temperature parameter (T2m) is not the most critical factor to the occurrence of vegetation fires during the winter season. For instance, the T2m of the EFAE belonging to the NWIP-Winter cluster presented in this study (21 February – 2 March 2012), reached a small value of 13°C (with an anomaly that does not exceed 3°C) over the NWIP sub-region corresponding to a typical value for the mentioned sub-region and season.

The atmospheric circulation patterns of the EFAE occurred in NWIP during summer and winter are essentially characterized by Eastern advection of air at surface and higher levels usually associated to the influence of the Azores high pressure system and the occurrence of heat waves episodes during summer and Atlantic anticyclone blocking events during winter which imply clear sky conditions and enhanced of radiative heating/cooling over the sub-region.

Atmospheric patterns responsible for the occurrence of EFAE in NAFR sub-region during summer season are dominated by very hot and dry South-Easternly winds (Scirocco winds), due to the anticyclonic circulation centred over South Italy, and by the cyclonic flow resulting from the presence of a Saharan heat low centred over South-Western Algeria and the Atlas Low located in Central Morocco. The atmospheric circulation at the 500 hPa level is dominated by a pronounced ridge affecting the Northern Algeria and Tunisia that brings warmer and drier air mass to the sub-region.

Finally, the identification and characterisation of the atmospheric conditions associated with extreme fire activity episodes is of paramount importance for (i) the planning and management of fire prevention activities and fire suppression resources, because the time of occurrence and persistence of such conditions may be predicted with current weather forecasting systems for periods of days up to a 1 – 2 weeks and (ii) to improve future projections of fire activity based on estimated changes on their frequency, magnitude and duration for different scenarios of climate change (Dury et al., 2010; Pereira et al., 2013).
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